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NOTICE TO DRIVERS, GUARDS, SIGNALMEN AND
 
OTHERS CONCERNED RESPECTING THE INTRO

DUCTION OF MULTIPLE ASPECT SIGNALLING
 
BETWEEN LOUGHBOROUGH, CASTLE DONINGTON,
 
SLEIGHTS SIDINGS EAST, BLACKWELL EAST
 
JUNC-nON, TIBSHELF EAST JUNCTION, TAPTON
 
JUNCTION (ER), NETHERFIELD JUNCTION, LINCOLN
 

STREET CROSSING AND DRAYCOTT.
 

IMPORTANT-This notice to be acknowledged immediately on receipt to "Trains, Crewe," 
using the code ARNO 2810 G 

Crewe, R. ARNOTT,
 

September, 1969 Movements Manager
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The diagrams with schedule of route indications show the resignalling of this area consequent on 
the bringing into use of a new signal box named "TRENT" located between the up slow line and the 
down high -level goods line between the site of Trent Station North Junction box and Long Eaton 
Junction box. 

The work will be carried out in stages as detailed below and during these stages. points and signals 
worked from the signal boxes concerned will be disconnected and Drivers hand-signalled as necessary. 
On completion of each stage. the signalling will be as shown on the diagrams. The following notes are 
intended to supplement the information given thereon. 

Further details of the working during these stages will be found In the appropriate Weekly Notice 
of Engineering Work. 

Stage I	 Between Loughborough, Castle Donington, Long Eaton Town Crossing, Toton 
East Junction, Attenborough Station and Draycott. 

Saturday, 27th September until Monday, 29th September. 

Except as shown below. the existing running signals controlled by Hathern, Kegworth, 
Ratcliffe Junction, Trent Junction. Castle Donlngton, Lock Lane Crossing. Trent Station 
North Junction. North Erewash Junction, Meadow Lane Junction. Long Eaton Junction. 
Attenborough Junction. Sheet Stores Junction. Sawley Junction and Draycott will be taken 
away and the signal boxes abolished. Multiple Aspect Signalling will be provided controlled 
from TRENT box. 
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Loughborough-The following signals will be taken away:
Down main Ddwn goodS"
 
Distant Outer dJ::(ant
 
Outer home Inner distant
 
Inner home- Home
 
Starting
 

Up main Up goods
 
Distant Distant
 
Home
 

The following colour light signals will be provided:
Down main 

3 aspect distant signal. 2.368 yards to the home signal to which it applies. 
4 aspect home signal. LH.31. 528 yards before reaching the signal box. 

Down goods 
2 aspect distant signal. 2,368 yards to the home signal to which it applies. 
3 aspect home signal, LH.22. 528 yards before reaching the signal box. 

Up main 
4 aspect automatic signal, LH.102. also acting as outer distant signal for LH.27. 
4 aspect automatic signal, LH.1004. also acting as inner distant signal for LH.27. 
4 aspect home signal LH.27, 950 yards before reaching the signal box. 

Up goods 
3 aspect automatic signal. LH.IOI. also acting as distant signal for LH.103. 
3 aspect automatic signal, LH.103. also acting as distant signal for LH.15. 
3 aspect home I signal, LH.15, 950 yards before reaching the signal box. 

Lock Lane Crossing-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will control 
the level crossing. 

North Erewash Junction-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will 
control the adjacent level crossing only. The frame will be known as North Erewash 
Crossing. 

Long Eaton Town Crossing-The signal box will remain until Stage 2B ~.sI-t~ 
link up between the existing signalling and the multiple aspect signalling is show71 on the 
link up diagram and as follows:

Signal TT.216 will temporarily act as the down home I signal for Long Eaton 
Town Crossing box and the telephone at the signal will be temporarily connected to 
this box. 

Toton East Junction-The signal box will remain until Stage 2B. The link up between 
the existing signalling and the multiple aspect signalling is shown on the link up diagram 
and as follows:

The down high level goods bracket home signal will be superseded by a 3 aspect 
colour light signal with lower subsidiary signal and route indicator, in about the same 
position. 
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The down high level goods distant slgnals will be taken away. . 
Signals IT.215 and TT.217 will also act as down high level goods distant signals for 

Toton East Junction box. • 
The up high level goods home signal will be superseded by a 3 aspect colour light 

signal, with lower subsidiary signal and route indicator, In about the same position. 
The up goods starting signal will be taken away. 

The 3 armed dwarf shunting signal situated outside the up high level goods line 
at the crossover road will be superseded by a 4 armed dwarf shunting signal reading as 
follows:

Top arm to West Arrival.
 
2nd arm to East Arrival.
 
3rd arm to down hIgh level goods.
 
Bottom arm to along up high level goods.
 

Long Eaton Junction-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will control 
the level crossing only. The frame will be known as Meadow Lane Crossing. 

Attenborough-The signal box will remain until Stage 3. The link up between the 
existing signalling and the multiple aspect signalling is as shown on the link up diagram and 
as follows:

Signalling TT.355 will temporarily act as down main home signal for Attenborough 
box until Stage 3. Signals TT.358 and 361 will act as outer and inner distant signals 
respectively for Attenborough down main home signal. Signal TT.357 will also act as 
distant signal for Attenborough down main home signal. 

The up main distant signal for Attenborough box will also act as outer distant 
signal for signal TT.356. The up main home signal for Attenborough will also act as 
outer distant signal for n.359 and as inner distant signal for n.3S6. 

Stage lA	 Between Trowell Junction, Sleights SidinA$. East, Blackwell East Junction, 
Tibshelf East Junction and Tapton Junction (ER). 

Saturday. l leh October until Monday. 13th October. 

Except as shown below, the existing running signals controlled by IIkeston South 
Junction, Bennerley Junction, ShipJey Gate, Heanor Junction, Langley Mill, Codnor Park 
Station Junction, Pye Bridge Junction, Coates Park South, Coates Park North, Alfreton, 
Blackwell South Junction, Westhouses & Blackwell, Morton Sidings, Clay Cross South 
Junction, Clay Cross North Junction, Avenue Sidings, Hasland Sidings and Stretton will be 
taken away and the signal boxes abolished. Multiple aspect signalling will be provided, 
controlled from TRENT box. 

Trowell Junction-The signal box will remain until Stage 2B. The link up between 
the existing signalling is shown on the link up diagram and as follows:

Down main line signals TT.142 and TT.137 will act as outer and inner distant 
signals only for signal IT; 134. 

Down goods line signal n.149 will act only as distant signal for TT.14? 
Ilkeston frame will be out of use until completion of Stage 2B. 
The calling on aspect at up goods line signal n.13S will be temporarily out of use. 
Signalsn.l44 (up main) and TT. 143 (up goods) will temporarily display red aspects 

only and the other aspects at these signals will be out of use. Handslgnalmen will be 
provided at these signals. 

Shipley Gate-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will control the 
adjacent level crossing only. 

Avenue Sidings-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will control move
ments between the down and up goods lines and the sidings. 

Sleights Sidings East-The existing running signals, except the down starting signal. 
will be taken away and colour light signals provided as shown on the attached diagram. 

Stage 1B	 Between Long Eaton Town Crossing, Toton East Junction and Trowell Junction. 

Saturday, 18th October until Monday, 20th October. 

Except as shown below, the existing running signals controlled by Long Eaton Town 
Crossing, Toton Junction, Toton Centre. Toton Down Sidings North, Stapleford & Sandi
acre, Stanton Gate North and Trowel! [unctton will be taken away and the signal boxes 
abolished. Multiple aspect Signalling will be provided. controlled from TRENT box. 

Long Eaton Town Crossing-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will 
control the adjacent level crossing only. 
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Toton East Juncelon-c-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will continue 
to signal movements along the East and West Arrival lines, and will also control movements 
between the up and down high level goods lines, and between the sidings and the up high 
level goods line. 

Stapleford & Sandiacre-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will 
continue to control movements between the up and down goods lines, the Toton up side 
arrival lines, the Storage and Old Bank Sidings, also between the Loco. Depot, Meadow 
Arrival, Meadow Departure, the Engineers Ballast Sidings and the down siding, down 
goods and down main lines. 

Stanton Gate-A shunting frame will be provided on the down side of the line 
adjacent to the connection between the sidings and the Stanton Old Works siding to 
control movements between the up and down main lines, up and down goods lines, arrival 
and departure lines, reception line, sidings, Mapperley Goods Branch and the Stanton Old 
Works Siding. 

Radford Junction-This signal box will remain until Stage 3 and the link up between 
the existing signalling and the multiple aspect signalling will be as shown on the link up 
diagram. 

Stage 3 Between Attenborough, Netherfield Junction and Lincoln Street Crossing. 

This stage should be carried out at the end of this year. For further information see 
the Weekly Notice of Engineering Work concerned. 

Except as shown below, the existing running signals controlled by Attenborough, 
Beeston, Beeston South Junction, Beeston North Junction, Lenton South Junction, Mans
field Junction, Wilford Road, Nottingham Station West, Station B, Station A, Station East, 
London Road Junction, Sneinton Junction and Colwich Crossing, also Lenton North 
Junction, Radford Junction, and Basford Sidings will be taken away and the signal boxes 
abolished. Multiple Aspect Signalling will be provided, controlled from TRENT box. 

Attenborough-The signal box will become a shunting frame, known as Atten
borough Crossing and will control the adjacent level crossing only. 

Sneinton Junction-The signal box will become a shunting frame, known as Sneinton 
Crossing and will control the adjacent level crossing only. 

Trent Lane Crossing-The level crossing will continue to be worked by a Crossing 
Keeper. ,---

Colwich Crossing-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will control the 
adjacent level crossing only. 

Netherfield Junction-The existing down Midland line co~r light distant signal 
will become a 3 aspect signal known as TT.245 and will also act as dow~idland line distant 
signal for Netherfield Junction. 

The up Midland line colour light starting signal will become a 3 aspect signal, known 
as TT.244. 

Lincoln Street Crossing-The existing running signals will be taken away and colour 
light signals provided as shown on the attached diagram. 

General-All multiple aspect signals capable of showing a red aspect and position light ground signals 
will be plated as shown on the diagram. (The numbers shown against semaphore and shunting signals 
will not be exhibited on the signals and are for reference purposes only.) 

Telephones will be provided at all Trent box multiple aspect signals capable of showing a red aspect. 
All ground frames, except those detailed below, shown on the diagram, are released from Trent 

box:
Long Eaton Goods Yard frame. 
Kirkby Down Branch frame. 
Sleights Down Sidings frame. 

B.R. Standard Automatic Warning System-Except as shown below, AWS Track equipment will 
be provided approximately 200 yards on the approach side of all new multiple aspect signals on passenger 
running lines:

Nottingham Station area (signals numbers TT.265-TT.269 inclusive, and TT.271 and TT.272, 
also signals numbers TT.273-TT.277 Inclusive). 

Rules and Regulations-On completion of each stage, the Track Circuit Block Regulations will apply 
on the re-signalled section of the main running lines. 

The methods of working on other running lines will be detailed in the amendments to the Sectional 
Appendix (Southern Section) and will be published in the Weekly Notice of Engineering Work 
or the Four Weekly General Instructions on Notices concerned. 
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